Oxford Historical Syntax Seminar
Trinity Term, 2023

Wednesdays of weeks 1, 3, 5 and 7 | 16:30-18 | Lecture Theatre, Clarendon Institute

April 26th
Danny Bate
The Delightful Dullness of Old Irish Derivations

May 10th
Mark Darling and David Willis
Examining the Loss of Null Subjects in Celtic: Issues in corpus annotation and syntactic analysis

May 24th
Philomen Probert
Case and Greek Relative Clauses

June 7th NB Change of room to 207
Bjarke Frellesvig
From Pre-verbal to Post-verbal in the early history of the Japanese language: Constituent order changes in Pre-Old and Old Japanese

Convenors
Krishnan Ram-Prasad (krishnan.ram-prasad@merton.ox.ac.uk)
Setayesh Dashti (setayesh.dashti@ames.ox.ac.uk)